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SUMMARY
Background noise levels have been measured in the NASA Ames Research Center 40-by 80-Foot
Wind Tunnel following installation of a sound-absorbent lining on the test-section walls. Results show
that the fan-drive noise dominated the empty test-section background noise at airspeeds below 120 knots.
Above 120 knots airspeed, the test-section broadband background noise was dominated by wind-induced
dipole noise (except at lower harmonics of fan blade-passage tones) most likely generated at the micro-
phone or microphone support strut. (Certain tones in the acoustic spectra were probably generated by the
microphone support strut.) Third-octave band and narrow-band spectra are presented for several fan
operating conditions and test-section airspeeds. The background noise levels compared well with pub-
lished in-flow background noise from other wind tunnels. The data suggest that background noise levels
can be reduced by making improvements to the microphone wind screen or support strut. Empirical equa-
tions are presented that relate variations of fan noise with fan speed or blade-pitch angle. An empirical
expression for typical fan noise spectra is also presented. Fan motor electrical power consumption is
related to the noise generation. Preliminary measurements of sound absorption by the test-section lining
indicate that the 152-mm thick lining will adequately absorb test-section model noise at frequencies above
300 Hz.
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fan hub diameter, m
fan tip diameter, m
number of fans in a system
frequency, Hz
characteristic dimension of vortex shedding body, m
sound pressure level in frequency band with center frequency f, dB re 2x10 -5 Pa
overall sound pressure level, dB re 2x10 -5 Pa
sound power level in frequency band with center frequency f, dB re 10-12 Watt
Mach number of test-section flow
fan rotational speed, revolutions per minute (rpm)
Strouhal number
wind speed in test section, knots or m/s
Uflow
Urot
Utip
AdB
average axial airspeed through the fan section, m/s
fan rotational tip speed, m/s
resultant velocity at the fan tip, m/s
blade pitch angle between chord line and rotor disc measured at 3/4 radius, deg
change in fan blade pitch angle, deg
change in sound level, dB
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Ames Research Center 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel (40 x 80) has been used for
numerous aeroacoustic studies of aircraft models such as those described in references 1-3. Because of
the recent installation of a 152-mm thick sound-absorbent lining on the test-section walls (refs. 4 and 5),
the use of the facility for acoustic research will increase. Potential users of the facility require two key
pieces of information to properly plan an aeroacoustic wind tunnel test: a) the anechoic properties of the
test section, and b) the background noise of the test section. The first item will be touched on briefly
and, it is hoped, will be the subject of a future acoustic calibration. The second item, the background
noise, is the primary subject of this report.
A test was conducted to document the test-section noise floor, which is the minimum background
noise of the test section with all struts and test hardware removed except for the microphone and its sup-
port strut. Data were acquired over a broad range of wind speeds and drive-fan operating conditions. In
reality, the noise floor will change over time as modifications are made to the facility, and as improvements
are made to the microphone nose cone and strut design. Thus, this is a status report on the continual effort
to improve the acoustical characteristics of the wind tunnel. Results of our tests are compared with data
from other wind tunnels in this country and abroad.
FACILITY, APPARATUS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
Wind-Tunnel Circuit
The Ames Research Center 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel is a closed-circuit wind tunnel with a
closed test section as shown in figure l(a) and (b). The attached 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel uses the
same drive fans as the 40 x 80, but is sealed off when the 40 x 80 is operating. Six 40-ft diameter fans
(driven by electric motors) are located in the drive section in two horizontal rows of three fans each as
shown in figure 2(a) and (b). Table 1 lists the geometric and operating characteristics of a single fan. The
variable-speed, variable-pitch fans can be operated from 0 to 180 rpm with blade-pitch angles from -180 to
52 ° relative to the fan disc. The maximum mass flow results in an airspeed of approximately 300 knots in
the 40 x 80-ft test section. The wind tunnel performance is described in reference 6.
The 24-m long test section is connected to the settling chamber by an 8 to 1 area contraction. The
test section has 12-m wide fiat floor and ceiling sections, and semicircular walls that create a test section
12-m high and 24-m wide at the widest point (40 x 80 ft). Eight vortex generators are located near the
diffuser entrance to stabilize the diffuser flow (ref. 7). The vortex generators are mounted in pairs as
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shownin figure3 soasto createvortexpairsof oppositerotationdirection. Eachfiat-tip vortexgenerator
is shapedlike a 1.10-mspansemispanwingmountedperpendicularto theductwall. Theairfoil sections
areClark-Y sectionswith 3.30-mchords.Theangleof attackof eachvortexgeneratoris 15°. There is no
screen or honeycomb in the circuit.
The test-section walls, exclusive of the floor, are lined with a 152-mm deep sound-absorbent lining
composed of fiberglass bats wrapped in cloth and covered with a 40% open-area perforated steel plate as
shown in figure 4(a) and (b). The floor lining is similar, but contains a 38-mm thick steel grating for sup-
port of personnel and equipment, that leaves a 114-mm thick fiberglass layer below the grating. The grat-
ing is supported every 0.6 m cross stream and every 3.0 m streamwise by structural members attached to
the original floor. The lower half of each side wall contains an armor plating, portions of which are
16-ram or 32-ram thick, for personnel protection. The fiberglass lining is correspondingly thinner than
152 mm in those areas. The acoustic lining can be penetrated for attachment of struts and other hardware
to the steel walls of the wind tunnel if necessary. Table 2 lists the relevant acoustic specifications of the
lining. A significant part of the lining design is based on acoustic lining performance data and predictions
made by Rennison et al. (ref. 8).
The sound absorption of the lining shown in figure 4(a) is fairly good above 300 Hz--as might be
expected from a 152 -mm thick lining. The absorption data were acquired by measuring impulsive sound
reflected off 11-m 2 patches of the lining in the ARC 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel as described in refer-
ence 5. Although a few pulse reflection measurements were made of the lining installed in the 40 x 80
that confirmed the patch-test results, detailed measurements have not been made of the test-section
anechoic properties. Thus, local reflections from hinges, windows, comer vanes, vortex generators, or
other hard points have not yet been identified. Nor have flow effects on the installed lining absorption
been investigated. The patch-test measurements (ref. 5) showed a reduction of sound absorption with
increasing airspeed; a reduction incorporated in the absorption curve in figure 4(a) for a nominal airspeed
of 100 knots.
A 10.5-m diameter turntable covering a six-component balance system is located in the center of
the test-section floor. Although a variety of mounting systems are available, a typical aircraft model would
be mounted to three struts connected to the balance--two struts under the wing and one under the tail. The
tail strut telescopes to vary aircraft angle of attack, and the turntable rotates to simulate aircraft yaw. The
wing and tail struts are typically 6-m tall and are protected from the wind by fairings. These strict f._irings
are pgtential sources of wind-generated noise. A few acoustic spectra were obtained with two strt, Ls and
fairings in place for comparison with the empty test-section data.
Microphones and Support Struts
The B&K 4133 - 13-ram (1/2 inch) diameter condenser microphone used for this study is robust
and has a fairly uniform frequency response between 6 Hz and 15 kHz with the B&K bullet-shaped nose
cone attached. The nose cone makes the microphone reasonably omnidirectional. To hold the micro-
phone, a long slender tube was used. Glover and Shivashankara (ref. 9) showed that long slender
microphone holders generated less wind noise than other bulkier designs.
The design of the microphone support strut is critical to minimizing the induced wind noise. Fig-
ure 5(a) and (b) show the tripod strut used for this study. The strut had a constant chord NACA 0015
airfoil cross section and was designed to be quite rigid in strong winds. This may have led to excess flow
noise from the junction of the side braces and main strut, as will be discussed in the Results and Discus-
sion section.
Generally, a tapered strut with a standard NACA airfoil shape such as NACA 0015 is preferred
over a constant chord strut, but a tapered strut was not available for this study. A tapered strut has
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strengthlow on the strutwhere thebending moments archighest,which minimizes vibrations,and has a
small cross section near the microphone to minimize acoustic reflections. An NACA airfoil will minimize
flow separation and vortex shedding that might otherwise occur on blunt oval tubing for example
(rcf. 10). However, in certain Reynolds number flow regimes, vortex shedding tones can still be gener-
ated on NACA airfoils (ref. 11), even with tapered struts, as demonstrated by Schlinker et al. (rcf. 12).
In that case, boundary-layer trips can be used to defeat the coherent vortex shedding. The trip can be as
simple as sticky tape turned inside out and attached to the strut leading edge--a method used in this study in
an attempt to eliminate certain tones in the acoustic spectra.
Figure 6 shows the two microphone stations used in the test section--stations #1 and #2. Most of
the data were acquired at station #1, which was in the forward part of the test section just downstream of
the acoustic-lining leading edge. To examine noise sources in the diffuser, the microphone and strut were
moved downstream to station #2 during part of the study.
Instrumentationand Data Reduction
The microphone and preamp in the test section were connected to a power supply and amplifier in
the control room adjacent to and below the test section. The data were recorded on an analog tape
recorder. Selected channels were digitized and reduced on-line in the frequency domain. The bulk of the
data were then digitized and reduced later from the analog recordings using a GR 1995 third-octave ana-
lyzer and an HP 3562A narrow-band spectrum analyzer. The narrow-band spectra were reduced to a
1-kHz, 10-kHz, 20-kHz, or 50-kHz maximum frequency range, which results in constant bandwidths of
1.25 Hz, 12.5 Hz, 25 I/z, and 62.5 Hz, respectively. A Hanning window was employed to minimize
leakage during the FFT process. The broadband sound levels vary with bandwidth and, therefore, are not
presented as true power spectral density (PSD). The broadband sound levels can be corrected to PSD by
subtracting 10 log Af from the data plots, where Af is the filter bandwidth for the particular frequency
range. Tone levels are unaffected by filter bandwidth if they are 10 dB above the broadband level in the
band. If tone levels are less than 10 dB above the broadband noise, the apparent tone level will be higher
than would be represented in a PSD plot. Note that the data recorded 0-1 kHz are close to PSD data
because the 1.25-Hz bandwidth is close to the 1.0-Hz bandwidth of PSD. Because of a DC bias in the
narrow-band analyzer, the data below 10 Hz are not shown.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Narrow-Band Spectra
When this study was initiated, there was a 13-m span by 0.6-m chord aerodynamic survey wing
mounted on two struts in the test section, as shown in figures 4(b) and 7. The wing supported various
probes for fluid-mechanic measurements (ref. 6). The survey apparatus generated flow-induced tones as
shown in typical narrow-band noise spectra illustrated in figure 8, that were obtained with and without the
survey apparatus installed. Assuming that the tones near 300 and 900 Hz are related to a vortex-shedding
mechanism, a common noise source in wind tunnels (ref. 10), the shedding frequency is given by:
f = St U/I = 0.20 U/I (1)
A Strouhal number of 0.20 was assumed based on the work of Schlinker et al. (ref. 12), who showed
that the vortex-shedding tone from cylinders correlated well with that Strouhal number. For a frequency
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of 300Hz andanairspeedof 156knots,equation(1) leadsto a characteristicdimension,1, of the vortex-
shedding body equal to 54 mm. That dimension corresponds to the cross-stream distance between vortex-
shedding regions on the body, and is close to the support strut tip extension diameter of 62 mm. (A
Strouhal number of 0.23 would have given perfect agreement between the predicted and measured body
dimension.) Hence, the exposed 203-mm long cylindrical strut tips supporting the survey wing are the
likely source of the tone at 300 Hz. The survey wing itself, which had a 51-mm thick truncated trailing
edge, was also suspected to be a vortex shedding body. However, the wing chord-based Reynolds num-
ber of 3.3x106 is beyond the range of coherent vortex shedding of conventional airfoils according to the
work of Paterson et al. (ref. 13) (unless the truncation forces vortex shedding at high Reynolds number).
Similar arguments hold for the various strut fairings. The tone near 900 Hz was probably a harmonic of
the 300 Hz tone, since no component on the survey rig was identified with the appropriate dimension
(18 mm) for that tone based on equation (1). No attempts were made to eliminate the vortex shedding
from the support struts.
The empty test-section (survey wing and struts removed) background noise data for a range of air-
speeds are given in figure 9(a)-(h). The data were measured at the forward microphone station #1. Nar-
row-band data from 10 to 20 kHz are presented to illustrate the details of the background noise. More
conventional third-octave band data will be presented later. The spectra are similar to each other in that all
the curves are maximum at the low-frequency end of the spectra because of the fan-drive noise, followed
by a gradual decrease in broadband noise as frequency increases. Figure 10(a)-(i) illustrate background
noise data analyzed from 10 to 1 kHz to highlight the low-frequency noise. The blade-passage frequency
of the fan noise is 45 Hz for 180 rpm fan speed, with harmonics at multiples of 45 Hz, which can be
identified out to the third or fourth harmonic in figure 10(e). These tones appear to dominate the test-sec-
tion low-frequency noise at most airspeeds and fan operating conditions.
Tones not related to the fan drive were also generated. Figure 9(b), for example, shows a tone at
4500 Hz (at 54 knots airspeed), which projects about 14 dB above the broadband noise. Using equation
(1), the estimated body dimension responsible for vortex shedding at that frequency would be 1.2 mm.
There were no wires in the airstream anywhere in the test section. No cavities or cracks in the test-section
walls could be found generating tones. There were small protuberances such as bolt studs at various
places on the wails, but such small aerodynamic bodies would probably be incapable of creating a strong
tone unless the disturbance was very close to the microphone. It is suspected that the tone came from the
microphone strut; possibly at the junction of the two support struts and main strut shown in fi_,, '4 5(b).
Data taken in the same test section five years ago with the same type microphone and nose cone, but with a
different strut geometry, did not exhibit this particular tone. In any case, the data are presented as mea-
sured--all tones included.
As airspeed increased, the strut tone frequency increased as predicted by equation (1) until an air-
speed of 136 knots was reached--at which point the tone disappeared. Since coherent aerodynamic dis-
turbances are Reynolds-number sensitive, it is likely that the higher Reynolds number flow caused the
coherent structure of the disturbance to break down into a random flow. At 136 knots, the chord-based
Reynolds number of the strut was 9.27x105. It should be noted that attempts were made to eliminate the
tone by tripping the boundary layer at the strut leading edges, and to fill in all screw heads and other pro-
tuberances on the strut and microphone holder with wax--all without success. Thus, the strut junction is a
likely candidate for the tone generation since the complex flow in that region is fairly insensitive to surface
smoothness. In retrospect, that junction could have been aerodynamically cleaner by reducing the size of
the side braces at the junction, and by locating the junction farther from the microphone.
Figure 9(e) shows that a strong tone developed at 19.5 kHz and 148 knots airspeed that was unre-
lated to the strut tone discussed above. Glover and Shivashankara (ref. 9) discovered similar tones near
this airspeed while also using a B&K microphone and nose cone. They attributed the tones to microphone
self noise, presumably (we suppose) caused by cavity resonance. They found that the tones varied from
nose cone to nose cone and also changed unpredictably because of changes in flow conditions. The tones
wereoftenattenuatedbyothernoisesources.Thus,datafalling neartheseresonancefrequencieswould
besuspect.
Duringoneseriesof tests,themicrophonewasmoveddownstreamnearthediffuserinlet to inves-
tigatepossiblenoisefrom thediffuservortexgenerators.Figure11is acomparisonof acousticspectra
measuredupstream(station#1)anddownstream(station#2)of thetestsectioncenterat 117knotsair-
speed.Thedataindicatethatthenoiseis slightlygreaterat thedownstreamstationin thefrequencyrange
10to 4 kHz. Furthermore,therearevariationsin thetonelevelsaround10-12kHz, thetonespreviously
identifiedascomingfrom themicrophonestrutjunction. Althoughthefact thatthetoneschangedwhen
themicrophonewasmovedcloserto thediffusersuggeststhatthediffusermightbethesourceof the
tones,acloseexaminationof thedatadoesnotshowaconsistentrend;sometonelevelsincreased,some
decreased.Thus,thetonescouldverywell havecomefrom themicrophonestrut,which mayhavebeen
slightly rotatedrelativeto thefreestreamduringtherelocationfrom station#1 to station#2. A rotation
wouldhavechangedthestrutangleof attack,whichwouldhaveaffectedtherelativetoneamplitudes.
It is clear,however,that thelow-frequencynoisein figure 11,from 10to 4 kHz, increased
becauseof themicrophonerelocationand,therefore,did notcomefrom themicrophonestrut. Thisdata
indicatedthatthe low-frequencynoiseincreaseatthedownstreamstationcameeitherfrom thevortexgen-
eratorsor from thefandrive asanupstreampropagation.However,thevortexgeneratorscanberuledout
sinceotherdata(discussedin thenextsection)showthatthedrivefansarethedominantnoisesourceat
thisairspeed.Furthermore,fannoisepropagationupstreaminto thetestsectionis thedominantacoustic
pathbecausevaneset6, thefast comervanesetdownstreamof thefandrive,is theonly vanesetin the
40x 80circuit thatis acousticallytreated(seefig. 12)andtherebyattenuatesfannoisepropagating
downstream.(Thenoisereductionof thatvanesetis shownin figure 13.) Sincetheupstreamsound
propagationwill attenuatesomewhatasit passesthroughtheacousticallytreatedtestsection,the
downstreammicrophone(station#2) shouldrecordhigherfan-noiselevelsthantheupstreammicrophone(station#1).
Third-OctaveBandSpectra
To comparethe40-by 80-FootWind Tunnelbackgroundnoisewith thatfrom otherwind tunnels
(asisdonein thefollowing sectiontitled ComparisonWith OtherWindTunnels),it is necessarytopresent
thedatain third-octavebands.Therefore,figure 14(a)-(h)illustratethesameemptytest-sectiondataof
figure9(a)-(h),butplottedin third-octavebands.Thesametrendsobservedin thenarrow-banddataare
apparentin thethird-octavebands,but thetonalresolutionispoorin thethird-octavebandplots.
By comparingnoiselevelsmeasuredin thetestsectionwith noiselevelsmeasuredin thewestleg
betweenthefandriveandthefast downstreamcomer,it is possibleto drawsomeconclusionsaboutthe
sourcesof backgroundnoise. Figure15(a)-(d)showwest-legnoisevariationswith test-sectionairspeed
for threefanspeeds:90, 135,and180rpm. Overallnoiselevelsandselectedthird-octavebandlevelsare
presented.Also listedonthecurvesis fanblade-pitchangle,which is theanglebetweenthebladechord
lineandrotorplaneat the3/4radiusstation.Notethatatlow speeds,it ispossibleto achievea 10-20dB
noisereductionin thewestleg atagivenairspeedby operatingthefansatlow rpmandhigh bladepitch.
This trade-offis discussedin detailin reference14. To achieveairspeedsabove150knots,thefanmust
beoperatedatthetopspeedof 180rpm.
Thevariationof test-sectionbackgroundnoisewith airspeedplottedin figure 16(a)-(d)havesimilar
trendsto thenoisein thewestleg (figure 15(a)-(d)),but with twoimportantexceptions.First, thedif-
ferencebetweenthelow- andhigh-rpmnoisein thetestsectionis muchsmallerthanwasmeasuredin the
westleg. Thecurvestendto mergesuchthat,astheairspeedapproaches120knots,thetest-sectionnoise
becomesindependentof fan speedanddependssolelyonwind speed.Second,thenoisein thetest
sectionincreaseswith airspeedat adifferentratethanit doesin thewestleg. This latterpointis shown
moreclearly in figure 17,whichcomparesthewest-legandtest-sectionnoisefor 180rpmfanoperation.
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(The800Hz third-octavedataarerepresentativeof spectraltrendsexceptfor low-frequency blade-passage
tones.) Although the west-leg noise is greater than test-section noise at low airspeeds, the test-section
noise is stronger at speeds above 120 knots. Thus, we can conclude that the fan-drive noise dominates the
test-section background noise below 120 knots airspeed, but some other noise source dominates at speeds
above 120 knots, except at very low frequencies. The rate at which the test-section noise increases with
airspeed indicates that the noise source is a wind-induced dipole in the test section or at the microphone
itself. This will be clear by considering the three noise variations in the wind tunnel : a) the variation of
fan noise with blade pitch (fixed fan speed), b) the variation of fan noise with fan speed (fixed pitch), and
c) the variation of test-section noise with airspeed.
Fan Noise vs Blade Pitch- To understand the fan noise characteristics, it is helpful to plot the fan
sound power. The fan sound power was determined from the west-leg acoustic data by comparing the
fan-drive sound levels with those generated by a calibrated noise source in the fan section (ref. 14). Fig-
ure 18 shows the fan sound power variation with airspeed on a semi-log scale. The maximum sound
power was approximately 155 dB re 10 -12 Watts. The solid lines in figure 18 correspond to fan operation
at fixed rotational speed and variable pitch (pitch angles are noted above the data points); the dashed lines
correspond to fan operation at fixed blade pitch and variable rotational speed. The operation at 90 and
135 rpm was stopped at a blade angle of 24 ° because of high current in the motor generator set. (The fans
were not near stall.) It is estimated that the envelope could be expanded to approximately 30 ° blade angle
at 90 and 135 rpm without modifications to the motors. Further expansion of the envelope at low rpm
would require substantial modifications to the motor generator set. The variation of fan noise with blade
pitch (fixed rpm) over much of the fan operating range is:
for 16 ° <= [3 < 38 °
for 38 ° <= [3 < --48 °
(2)
where A_ is the change in blade pitch angle in degrees. This is a weaker noise variation than the varia-
tion with fan speed except near top speed where the tip is approaching stall. The weak effect of blade pitch
is related to the fan design and resulting efficiency (ref. 14). The fan was designed with a high twist so
that the blade would have fairly uniform span loading at the maximum blade pitch angle of 52 ° and
180 rpm (top test section speed of 300 knots). At low blade pitch, the tip is lightly loaded and _,, vly
approaches the design load as pitch is increased. The fan efficiency versus mass flow curve is fairly fiat.
The fan noise, therefore, varies slowly with blade pitch as well. If blade pitch is increased to the point
where tip stall commences, the noise will increase sharply. It should be noted that equation (2) is an
empirical equation that may not be valid for all fans since the noise is caused by steady and unsteady blade
loading, which depends not only on blade pitch but also on the details of fan design and flow conditions.
Fan noise vs fan rotational speed- The fan noise variation with rotational speed (fixed blade pitch)
from condition 1 to condition 2, based on the data in figure 18, is given by:
AdB = 10 log (N2/N1) 5.2 (3)
Equation (3) is typical for fan noise, though exponents varying from 5.0 to 6.0 are often reported, and is
indicative of dipole sources on the blades. However, the test-section noise variation with airspeed is
somewhat different than either equations (2) or (3) as illustrated by figure 17.
Te_t-section noi,e vs airspeed- Figure 17 shows that the test-section noise above 120 knots
(excluding very low frequencies) increased faster with airspeed than the fan noise did. By plotting the
test-section data on a semi-log plot (not shown), it was found that the noise varied approximately as:
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AdB = 10log (U2/U1)6 (4)
Thus, the test-section noise is created by dipole sources, which is a well-known acoustic source created by
solid bodies in a moving stream. There are two reasons why the test-section noise increases faster than the
fan noise above 120 knots airspeed: 1) in that regime, the fan is operated with timed rotational speed and
the fan noise variation with blade pitch (equation (2)) is weak, as discussed above, and 2) the airspeed
changes much faster in the test section than at the fan blade. Above 120 knots, the fan is operated at a
fixed 180 rpm and variable blade pitch. The resultant velocity (Uti p) at the fan blade tip, the region of
greatest noise generation, is given by:
Utip _- (Uro t 2 + Uflow2)0.5 (5)
where Uro t is the rotational speed modified by induced swirl and Ufio w is the axial airspeed. At 180
rpm, Urot = 105 m/s, which is greater than the airspeed component. (The average value of Uflow is
71 rn/s at the top speed of the wind tunnel.) Thus, a large increase in test-section speed is associated with
a small increase in the resultant velocity at the blade tip. Equation (5) can be used to show that a doubling
of the test-section airspeed only requires a 10% increase in Uti o during timed rpm operation of the fan.
Thus, the unsteady fan blade loading, which changes because o'f blade pitch and flow speed, increases
slower than the test section dipole sources at test-section airspeeds over 120 knots.
Fan electrical and acoustical power- It is interesting and logical that the fan operating condition for
minimum noise is also the condition for minimum electrical power consumption. Listed on figure 18 are
the electrical power consumptions of the drive motors in Mega Watts (MW) for the various operating con-
ditions. At 75 knots airspeed, the 90 rpm operation required 4 MW, while the 180 rpm operation atthe
same airspeed required 7 MW. Obviously, the noisy condition is also an aerodynamically and mechani-
cally inefficient operation. Another way to look at this is to consider acoustic efficiency, which is the
acoustic power divided by the electrical power consumed. Using the data from figure 18 plotted in terms
of acoustic efficiency, figure 19 shows that the fan is a more efficient noise source at high rpm than at low
rpm. (Of course, we want low acoustic efficiency in this case.) Consider the 180 rpm curve. The high
level at 25 knots airspeed is caused by partial blade stall at 0 ° blade pitch. As blade blade pitch is
increased, the acoustic efficiency drops to a more-or-less constant value until the blade pitch reaches a suf-
ficient angle such that the blade tip loading, steady and unsteady, becomes substantial. Under these con-
ditions, the noise and acoustic efficiency rise. The large region of uniform acoustic efficiency is consistent
with the fairly uniform aerodynamic efficiency of the fans in the same operating range. The low acoustic
efficiency at low rotational speed is due to the strong dependence of fan loading noise, both steady and
unsteady, on tip speed.
The fan sound power levels were determined experimentally. In reference 14, it was shown that
tan sound power can be predicted with an empirical equation based on compilations of data from many
fans. The sound power in a third-octave band is given by:
Lw(f) = -58.2 - 10 log [1+ (4.4 Qf/N) 2] + 10 log f + 40 log N + 70 log D t
+ 10 log Q + 10 log Fn +0.3 _ (dBre 10-12 Watt) (6)
where Q = 1 - (D H / Dt)3. Equation (6) is valid for fan dimensions in meters. The overall sound power
level is found by summing the acoustic power (Watts) in the third-octave bands. Figure 20 is a compari-
son of the measured fan third-octave sound power spectrum and the predicted spectrum from equation (6).
The spectrum shape indicates that both steady and unsteady loading noise sources were present.
ComparisonWith OtherWindTunnels
Figure21(a)and(b) shownoiselevelsfrom the40-by80-FootWind Tunnelcomparedwith pub-
lisheddatafrom four otherwind tunnels--theDNW Wind Tunnelin Holland(ref. 9), theLangley 14-by
22-FootWind Tunnel (ref. 15),theAmes7- by 10-FootWind TunnelNo. 1(ref. 16),andtheRAE
1.5m Wind Tunnel (ref. 17). Thesewind tunnelswerechosenbecausetheyareusedfor aeroacoustic
research;manyotherscouldhavebeenincluded. In-flow microphonenoisein the800and2500Hz third-
octavebandsis shown. Thedatashowaremarkablesimilarity. With theexceptionof theLangley14-by
22-FootWindTunneldataat 800Hz, all thedatatendto havesimilarmagnitudesandasimilarvariation
with airspeed.Hence,mostof thedata follow aV6 variationindicativeof wind-induceddipolenoise.
TheLangleywind-tunnelnoiseis dominatedby fannoise,which is aggravatedby inefficientfanperfor-
mancepossiblycausedby tip stall (ref. 15). (Yu andAbrahamson,ref. 18,haveproposeda schemeto
rebuildthefan andtherebyreducethenoisein the 14x 22-ft testsectionsubstantially.)Sincemostof the
dataaresimilar to the40x 80backgroundnoise,andsincethe40 x 80backgroundnoiseabove120knots
hasbeentracedto wind-inducednoisein thetestsection,it follows thatthemid- to high-frequencyback-
groundnoiseabove120knotsfrom theotherwind tunnels(exceptheLangley14x 22) isprobably
dominatedby wind noiseandnotby fan-drivenoiseorothersources(exclusiveof lower harmonicsof
blade-passagenoise.) Furthermore,sincesomeof thedataweretakenin open-jetwind tunnelsandsome
in closed-jetwind tunnels,boundary-layernoiseon thetest-sectionwalls is not thesource,which leaves
themicrophoneand/or microphonestrutasthelikely source.(Boundary-layernoiseis quadrupolein
nature,in anycase.)Strutsareespeciallygoodnoisesourceswhentheyspanopen-jetshearlayers.
Thus,thenoisefloor of manycurrentfacilitiesmaybecontrolledbythecurrenttechnologyin micro-
phones,nosecones,andsupportstruts. Sincethe40x 80noiseis slightly louderthantheotherwind-
tunneldata,improvementsin themicrophonesupportstrutusedin thisstudyshouldresultin modest
reductionsin backgroundnoise. Furthergainswill haveto awaitimprovementsat themicrophoneitself.
CONCLUSIONS
Measurementsof backgroundnoisein theNASA Ames40-by80-FootWind Tunnelhaveshown
thatthefan-drivenoisedominatedtheemptytest-sectionbackgroundnoiseat airspeedsbelow120knots.
Above120knotsthetest-sectionbackgroundnoisewasdominatedbywind-induceddipolenois: __xcept
at lower harmonics of fan blade-passage tones) most likely generated at the microphone or microphone
support strut. Typical third-octave noise levels were between 85 and 95 dB for an airspeed of 148 knots.
Above 120-knots airspeed, the noise varied approximately as airspeed to the 6th power. Below
120 knots, the noise depended on fan operating mode. Variable fan speed operation, fixed pitch, caused
the noise to vary as fan speed to the 5th power. Variable pitch operation, fixed rpm, caused a noise varia-
tion AdB = 0.3 AI3 to 0.5 AI3, where AI3 was the blade pitch change. Certain mid-frequency tones in the
acoustic spectra were probably generated by the microphone support strut. High-frequency tones were
suspected to come from the microphone noise cone. Fan motor electrical power consumption had the
same trends with operating condition that the noise generation did; that is, high fan tip speed generated
both high noise and high power consumption. An empirical expression for typical fan noise is presented
in equation (6).
The background noise levels compare well with in-flow background noise from other aeroacoustic
wind tunnels. In fact, the noise comparisons suggest that a number of wind tunnels used for acoustic
research in this country and abroad have similar in-flow background noise levels dominated by wind-
induced noise near the microphone. The data presented here represent the current noise floor of the test
section with a microphone support strut installed. The background noise levels above 120 knots could
probably be reduced by: 1) improvements to the support strut, 2) improvements to the microphone wind
screen, and 3) expansion of the low rpm operating regime of the fan drive. Future work will concentrate
on items (1) and (3). The background noise levels below 120 knots could probably be reduced by acous-
9
ticaily treatingcertaincomersin thecircuit (seeref. 16)or by operating the fans at lower rotational speeds
than were used in this study.
Preliminary measurements of sound absorption by the test-section lining indicate that the 152-mm
thick lining will adequately absorb test-section model noise at frequencies above 300 Hz.
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TABLE 1.- FAN GEOMETRY AND
OPERATION LIMITS
Rotor
Number of blades
Diameter
Hub-tip ratio
Root chord
Tip chord
Twist, root to tip
15
12.2 m
0.438
1.23 m
0.90 m
41.4 °
Maximum rpm 180
Rotor/stator spacing = 2.75 m (mid chord
to mid chord)
Fan total pressure rise, Ap = 2.63x103 N/m 2
Stator
23
12.2 m
0.438
0.89 m
0.89 m
5.3 °
0
TABLE 2.- TEST SECTION ACOUSTIC LINING SPECIFICATIONS
Lining depth
Fiberglass type
Fiberglass density
Fiberglass flow resistivity
Cloth type
Cloth flow resistance
Perforated plate material (walls)
Perforated plate material (floor)
Perforated plate hole geometry
Floor grating material
Floor grating geometry
152 mm
Owens Coming 733
48 kg/m3
23,622 mks rayls/m (ref. 8)
27,000 mks rayls/m (ref. 19)
Uniglass 7500-50 untreated fiberglass
cloth (0.32 kg/m 2)
13 inks rayls (estimate)
16 ga galvanized steel (1.5 mm thick)
3.18 mm thick galvanized steel
3.18 mm dia holes, 40% open area
11 ga steel (3.0 mm thick)
38 mm deep bars spaced 30.2 mm
center to center in rectangular grid
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a) View looking south
Figure1.-40-by80-FootWindTunnel
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Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Wind tunnel drive fans.
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Figure 3.- Geometry of eight vortex generators in the primary diffuser of the 40 x 80 Foot Wind Tunnel;
from ref. 7.
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a) Photo
Figure 5.- Microphone strut.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Microphone locations in the test section. The microphone was moved from station #1 to
station #2.
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Figure 8.- Test-section noise spectrum with and without survey rig installed; microphone at station #1.
N = 180, 13= 24 °.
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Figure 9.- Empty test-section noise spectra 10 - 20 kHz measured at station #1 for several airspeeds.
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Figure 10.- Empty test-section noise spectra 10 - 1 kHz measured at station #1 for several airspeeds.
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 13.- Noise reduction of the acoustically treated vane set 6 as measured in the west and south legs of
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Figure 14.- Empty test-section third-octave band noise spectra measured at station #1 for several airspeeds
(equivalent to narrow band spectra in figures 9 (a)-(h)).
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Figure 16.- Test-section noise variation with airspeed; microphone at station #1 in the empty :_._t section.
Fan blade pitch was varied; fan speed was held at 90, 135, or 180 rpm
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Figure 16.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- A comparison of in-flow background noise versus airspeed from five wind tunnels.
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